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Extends the Container control and sets up a button that can flip a card from the front to the back. Creates a special SWF file that can
be embedded in a web page or added to the project as an external file. You can change any property of the card using this

ActionScript class. Flash Builder 3.5 IDE will find and generate code for you. FlipCard Source: Project Description PaperVision 3D
and Tink Cube Effect are free to use open source tools for creating 3D models, animations and visual effects. Their source code is

available, giving you full rights to the work done by their programmers. All animations can be modified by changing the source code,
if you feel it necessary. Creating a 3D model is a real time-saver, and we decided to make this as easy as possible. In addition to the

open source tools and code, we've created an ActionScript class that makes it possible to quickly create flip and rotate effects, as well
as to change the back and front properties of the cards.Aguero (drum) Aguero (the Italian word for 'African Eagle' - 'A' for the first

octave and 'E' for the second octave) is an Afro-Cuban rumba drum. Aguero is the name of the leader of a group of Cuban
musicians, played in different clubs and specialized in rumba. Aguero is the leader and co-founder of the salsero group "Los Chicos
del Aguero". His single "Perlas en el aire" (Pearls in the air) was an international success in 1997. After spending more than 20 years
in the shadow of other Cuban salseros, he became the leader of "Los Chicos del Aguero", one of the biggest groups in Cuba. He has
recorded four CDs: "Vamos a bailar" (Let's go dancing), "Por una cabeza" (For one head), "Para bailar con las mismas" (To dance

with the same), and "Alegria Nueva" (New joy). In this last one, he has a solo in "Balada para un amigo", which has become a staple
in salsero music. He is also a performer and composer for a cappella and is a columnist for a
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flipCardFrontSide: The script flips the front side of a card. flipCardBackSide: The script flips the back side of a card. flipCardFront:
The script flips the front side of a card. flipCardBack: The script flips the back side of a card. flipCard: The script flips a card.

flipCardNoTarget: The script flips a card, but without any target. flipCardDefaultTarget: The script flips a card, but without a target.
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flipCardTarget: The script flips a card, and sets a target. flipCardNoTargetTarget: The script flips a card, but without a target, and
removes the target. flipCardTargetTarget: The script flips a card, and sets a target, and removes the target.

%flipCardBackSide.flipCard: Flip this card's back side. %flipCardBackSide.flipCardTarget: Flip this card's back side, and set a
target. %flipCardBackSide.flipCardTargetTarget: Flip this card's back side, and set a target, and remove the target.

%flipCardBackSide.flipCardNoTarget: Flip this card's back side, but without any target.
%flipCardBackSide.flipCardNoTargetTarget: Flip this card's back side, but without any target, and remove the target.

%flipCardBackSide.flipCardDefaultTarget: Flip this card's back side, but without a target.
%flipCardBackSide.flipCardTargetDefaultTarget: Flip this card's back side, and set a target, but without a target.

%flipCardBackSide.flipCardTargetDefaultTarget: Flip this card's back side, and set a target, and remove the target.
%flipCardDefaultTarget.flipCard: Flip this card. %flipCardTarget.flipCard: Flip this card, and set a target.

%flipCardTargetTarget.flipCard: Flip this card, and set a target, and remove the target. %flipCardTargetDefaultTarget.flipCard: Flip
this card, and set a target, but without a target. 77a5ca646e
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System Requirements For FlipCard:

Minimum: Windows XP SP3, Vista SP2, 7 SP1, 8 SP1, 8.1 SP1 1 GB RAM 800 MB Free HDD space Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (Duo
Core is recommended) Graphics card: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with 512 MB RAM Sound card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
audio sound card Additional Notes: Works best with anti-aliasing set to FXAA. Maximum: Windows 7 SP1, 8, 8.
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